Educator
Professional
Development
We are committed to providing high quality, engaging, and practical educator
professional development workshops. Listed below are our most popular
offerings. If you do not see the perfect offering for your teachers, please contact
us and we will work with you to build a specialized workshop to meet your
specific needs.
Pick Your Location:
• At the Museum
o Amenities
§ Complementary Coffee & Tea
§ Access to galleries and Center for Creativity
• In your School
Choose Your Topic:
1. An Introduction to 21st Century Skills
This workshop will introduce 21st century skills framework while
building a case as to why these skills are essential, and will provide
special focus on art’s necessary role in fostering creativity.
Includes presentation, activities and discussion.
2. Creativity Workshop
Spend time understanding how we generate creative ideas then
engage in hands on activities that demonstrate how we can teach
for creativity.
3. Critical Thinking
This workshop includes time in our galleries to learn and engage in
critical thinking strategies. Educators will be introduced to
strategies that have been researched and proven to foster critical
thinking in students. Poster provided.
4. Dialogue in 21st Century Skills
Being able to clearly communicate and collaborate with others is
crucial. This workshop will focus on strategies that increase
communication and collaboration.
5. Studio Immersion
In this experience, participants will work with a contemporary artist
to problem solve, experiment and create a work of art. Projects
could range from video and photography to multimedia and
installation art. The goal is to foster the type of thinking embodied
by artists including the generation of ideas, trans-disciplinary
research, and experimental execution. Time will be provided for

idea development and play, framing open-ended outcomes, and
especially for exploring risk, persistence, and failure.
Choose Your Format (up to 30 teachers, an additional charge will apply to
numbers over 30):
• 1 hour- Lecture
$300
• 2 Hours- Introductory Lecture conversation activity
$500
• 3 Hours- Half day Workshop
$750
• 4-6 Hours- Full day Workshop
$1500
Also available:
Workshops presented by Fred Burton (Endorsed by CMA)
Fred Burton is a professor of education at Ashland University and serves as a
faculty member of the Project Zero Classroom, a summer institute put on by the
Graduate School of Education at Harvard University.
•
•

Creating a Culture of Thinking in Classrooms and Schools: Classroom
Ideas You Can Use Tomorrow
Making Learning Visible: Using Group Learning and Documentation to
Plan 21st Century Learning Experiences

To schedule a workshop contact:
Amanda Kepner
Education Coordinator
Amanda.kepner@cmaohio.org
614-629-5947
For additional questions contact:
Jessimi Jones
Educator for Teacher and School Partnerships
Jessimi.jones@cmaohio.org
614-629-0363

